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The use of artificial atoms as an active lasing medium opens a way to construct novel sources
of nonclassical radiation. An example is the creation of photon-number squeezed light. Here we
present a design of a laser consisting of multiple Cooper-pair transistors coupled to a microwave
resonator. Over a broad range of experimentally realizable parameters, this laser creates photon-
number squeezed microwave radiation, characterized by a Fano factor F ≪ 1, at a very high res-
onator photon number. We investigate the impact of gate-charge disorder in a Cooper-pair transistor
and show that the system can create squeezed strong microwave fields even in the presence of max-
imum disorder.

PACS numbers: 42.50.Dv, 42.70.Hj, 74.78.Na, 85.25.Cp, 85.35.Gv

I. INTRODUCTION

Squeezed light is widely used in spectroscopic and
interferometric experiments to enhance the measure-
ment sensitivity and to overcome the quantum shot-noise
limit1–7. In low-temperature setups, such as in supercon-
ducting microwave circuits, it could be a benefit to have a
miniaturized source of nonclassical radiation, which can
be used for, e.g. qubit control and measurement.

When driven by a coherent microwave drive, a
transmission-line resonator terminated by a Josephson
junction can be used to create quadrature-squeezed mi-
crowave radiation8–12. Without an external coherent
drive, but with a simple DC-voltage bias, a Josephson
junction can be a source of microwaves with reduced
photon-number fluctuations, so-called photon-number
squeezed light13–17. Such an on-chip source of mi-
crowaves can also work as a traditional laser18. It has also
been shown that photon-number squeezing can be real-
ized in lasing setups that use artificial atoms as an active
medium if they provide a coupling to the radiation field
that vanishes at certain photon numbers19. Such cou-
plings arise because of strong longitudinal σz type cou-
pling of qubits and semiconductor or gate defined quan-
tum dots to the radiation field of a resonator. Single- or
few-atom lasing in such setups has already been studied
both theoretically and experimentally20–23, and similar
couplings are found in setups that couple qubits to a
resonator by a voltage-biased Josephson junction17,24,25.
However, in order to obtain a higher output power the
number of artificial atoms has to be increased. The cou-
pling of a large number of artificial atoms to a cavity has
already been demonstrated experimentally26,27.

Lasing setups built out of superconducting qubits or
quantum dots inevitably suffer from fluctuations of the
lasing parameters due to an imperfect fabrication process
and noise induced by the environment. However, it has
been shown that conventional lasers producing coherent
light are quite robust against such fluctuations28.

In this article, we study a microwave laser that can
create photon-number squeezed light at very high pho-
ton numbers. This is achieved by attaching multiple
artificial atoms to a resonator through a coupling that
vanishes at certain photon numbers. In contrast to
quadrature squeezed light, photon-number squeezed light
has reduced fluctuations in the radial direction in phase
space29. The proposed realization consists of Cooper-
pair transistors30–33 (CPTs) connected to a microwave
resonator. This generalizes the coupling scheme of a
single-atom laser introduced in Ref. 25 to a multi-atom
lasing setup. We find that generation of photon-number
squeezed states is possible up to very high photon num-
bers, 〈n〉 & 10000. We also find that the squeezing is
robust against fluctuations of the energy-level splittings
and the coupling strength that originate in gate-charge
disorder of the CPTs. In particular, we demonstrate that
in a specific experimentally feasible parameter regime,
squeezing at a high photon number can be achieved even
in the presence of maximum gate-charge disorder. It fol-
lows that this device is robust against strong thermal
noise in the DC-voltage bias34 and nonequilibrium quasi-
particles in the CPTs35–38.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we in-
troduce the Hamiltonian that contains a nonmonotonous
coupling to the radiation field, which is exploited to pro-
duce photon-number squeezed radiation. We show that
it can be realized by using CPTs coupled galvanically
to a microwave resonator. In Sec. III, we introduce ad-
ditional dissipative processes that are needed to achieve
lasing. We briefly review the analytical method that can
be used to calculate the laser photon statistics for arbi-
trary photon numbers. In Sec. IV, we discuss our results
on photon-number squeezing at very high photon num-
bers, with strong noise in the DC bias. In Sec. V, we ana-
lyze the influence of charge disorder, which can in certain
limits be understood as very strong low-frequency fluctu-
ations (such as 1/f -noise) in the transistor gate charge.
We find a particular regime, where squeezing is created
even in the presence of maximal charge noise.

http://arxiv.org/abs/1611.07484v2
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II. THE SYSTEM

In this section, we introduce the Hamiltonian govern-
ing the coherent dynamics of the system. We consider
a circuit consisting of multiple Cooper-pair transistors
coupled to a microwave resonator. In Sec. III, we map
this Hamiltonian onto an effective lasing Hamiltonian
and we introduce additional dissipative processes, which
are needed to realize the pumping process necessary for
microwave lasing.

A. Circuit Hamiltonian

We consider a lasing setup consisting ofM Cooper-pair
transistors coupled to a LC resonator with a DC-voltage
bias V . The circuit diagram defining the system parame-
ters is shown in Fig. 1(a). The sketch in Fig. 1(b) gives an
example of an experimental realization of this coupling
scheme. Similar schemes to realize a transport voltage
across the resonator have already been proposed21,39. In-
dependent quantum-mechanical degrees of freedom of the
setup are the superconducting phase differences φj across
the lower Josephson junctions of the Cooper-pair transis-
tors, j ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, and the number n of photons in the
resonator.
The total Hamiltonian describing the coherent dynam-

ics has the form

H = ~ω0a
†a+

M
∑

j=1

HCPB,j +

M
∑

j=1

Hint,j . (1)

The microwave resonator is modeled by the standard
Hamiltonian term ~ω0a

†a, with a(†) being the resonator
photon annihilation (creation) operator and ω0 being its
resonance frequency. The dynamics of the phase φj on
each superconducting island, situated between the up-
per and the lower Josephson junctions and the gate ca-
pacitors CG,j , is described by a Cooper-pair box (CPB)
Hamiltonian,

HCPB,j = 4EC,j (Nj −NG,j)
2 − EJL,j cos (φj) , (2)

which accounts for Cooper-pair tunneling across the
lower Josephson junctions. Note that this also corre-
sponds to the Hamiltonian of a Transmon qubit. The
tunneling coupling across the upper junction is included
in the interaction Hamiltonian, given below. In this
paper we operate in the charge regime and, therefore,
the upper and the lower Josephson energies, EJL,j and
EJU,j , are assumed to be smaller than the charging en-
ergy EC,j . The operatorNj counts the number of Cooper
pairs on the superconducting island j and it is the con-
jugate quantity to the phase difference φj . It holds
[Nj , e

±iφj ] = ±e±iφj . The explicit expressions for the
charging energy, the control gate charge NG,j, and other
parameters of the total Hamiltonian are given in Sec. II C.

C L

V

φ1

W2

CG,2

CL,2

CU,2 EJU,2

EJL,2
φ2

W1

CG,1

CL,1

CU,1 EJU,1

EJL,1

(a) Circuit diagram

V W1

W2

(b) Top-view sketch of the setup

FIG. 1: (a) Circuit diagram and (b) sketch of the lasing setup
consisting of multiple superconducting Cooper-pair transis-
tors (CPTs, gray boxes) that are coupled to a LC resonator.
A DC bias voltage V is applied across the resonator and all
CPTs. The voltage source is connected to a phase node
of the resonator. Josephson junctions (crossed boxes) are
modeled as Cooper-pair tunnel contacts (crosses) of coupling
energies EJU/JL,j and parallel junction capacitances CU/L,j .
Each Cooper-pair transistor has an individual gate voltage
Wj through a gate capacitor CG,j .

The interaction term of the total Hamiltonian consists
of three different contributions,

Hint,j = Hinj,j +Hcc,j +Hic,j . (3)

The most important term for lasing is the “injection”
term, describing Cooper-pair tunneling across the up-
per Josephson junctions. It introduces a nonmonotonous
coupling of the CPT to the resonator,

Hinj,j = −EJU,j cos

(

2eV t

~
+ G

(

a+ a†
)

+ φj

)

, (4)

which has roots at certain photon numbers. A similar
coupling (in the single-junction case) has been studied
also in Refs. 17,24,25, and 40. The dimensionless cou-
pling parameter G has the form

G =

√

2e2

~
Lω0 , (5)
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which can equivalently be written as

G =

√

πZLC

RQ
, (6)

where we have introduced the characteristic impedance of

the resonator ZLC =
√

L/C̃ and the quantum resistance

RQ = h/4e2. The effective resonator capacitance C̃ is
given in Sec. II C.

B. Additional coupling terms

Besides the injection interaction, additional coupling
terms appear in the interaction Hamiltonian (3). First,
there is a charge coupling (cc) of the CPTs to the res-
onator which is, however, off-resonant and will be ne-
glected in the following using a rotating-wave approxima-
tion. Second, there is an (ic) coupling between different
CPTs. A mean field theory analysis (cf. Appendix A)
shows that for situations considered in this article the
contribution of the inter-CPT coupling is small and can
be neglected. For completeness, we also give the exact
forms of the cc and ic interaction,

Hcc,j = −2i
Ecc,j

G Nj

(

a† − a
)

, (7)

Hic,j =
M
∑

l 6=j

l=1

2Eic,j,lNjNl . (8)

The coupling energies of these interaction terms are

Ecc,j =
e2

C̃

CU,j

CΣ,j
, (9)

Eic,j,l =
e2

C̃

CU,j

CΣ,j

CU,l

CΣ,l
. (10)

C. Hamiltonian parameters

The numerical values of the parameters in the Hamil-
tonian (1) are defined by the circuit variables introduced
in Fig. 1(a). An important parameter is the resonator
frequency ω0, which has the form

ω0 =
1

√

LC̃
. (11)

The effective resonator capacitance C̃ includes the bare
resonator capacitance C and additional normalization
terms caused by the other capacitors,

C̃ = C +
M
∑

j=1

CU,j −
M
∑

j=1

C2
U,j

CΣ,j
. (12)

We introduced the usual abbreviation of the island capac-
itance CΣ,j = CU,j + CL,j + CG,j . The charging energy
of the superconducting island j has the general form

EC,j =
e2

2

1

C̃

(

C̃

CΣ,j
+

C2
U,j

C2
Σ,j

)

, (13)

and the corresponding control gate charge NG,j is

NG,j =
1

2e

[

− CCU,j

C̃ +
C2

U,j

CΣ,j

V + CG,jWj

+
CU,j

C̃ +
C2

U,j

CΣ,j

M
∑

l 6=j

l=1

CU,lCG,l

CΣ,l
Wl

]

.

(14)

III. LASING HAMILTONIAN AND

DISSIPATIVE PROCESSES

In this section, we map the circuit Hamiltonian (1)
onto an effective Hamiltonian describing the coherent las-
ing interaction between the two states of the lasing tran-
sition. We restrict the Cooper-pair box Hilbert space to
a two-level system, apply a rotating-wave approximation,
and couple an additional dissipative environment to the
coherent system, which is needed to induce population
inversion and microwave lasing. We neglect the effect of
the cc and ic coupling terms listed in Sec. II B, which are
in our case not relevant for lasing. For the sake of com-
pleteness, the full form of the Hamiltonian in a rotating
wave approximation, including the additional coupling
terms caused by the cc and ic interactions, is given in
the Appendix B.

A. Lasing Hamiltonian

Each Cooper-pair box is operated close to its symmetry
point NG,j = 1/2, where the lowest transistor charge
states |Nj = 0〉 and |Nj = 1〉 are degenerate. We restrict
the CPB Hilbert space to these two states and diagonalize
the resulting Hamiltonian by introducing the two-level
basis

|↑j〉 = cos

(

θj
2

)

|1j〉+ sin

(

θj
2

)

|0j〉 , (15)

|↓j〉 = sin

(

θj
2

)

|1j〉 − cos

(

θj
2

)

|0j〉 , (16)

where the mixing angle θj is defined by

tan(θj) = − EJL,j

4EC,j(1− 2NG,j)
. (17)

Next, we switch to a rotating frame by an unitary
transformation U = exp(−2ieV a†at/~) and we perform
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a rotating wave approximation. The resulting effective
lasing Hamiltonian reads

Heff = ~ωeffa
†a+

M
∑

j=1

ǫj
2
σj
z

+

M
∑

j=1

∞
∑

n=0

(

~Aj
n+1,nσ

j
+ |n+ 1〉 〈n|+ h.c.

)

. (18)

Here σj
z is the Pauli matrix acting on the subspace of

the j-th Cooper-pair box. The matrices σj
+ and σj

− are
the corresponding atomic raising and lowering operators,
σj
± = (σj

x ± iσj
y)/2. The level-splitting energy is

ǫj =
√

16E2
C,j(1 − 2NG,j)2 + E2

JL,j . (19)

We have chosen the effective resonator frequency

ωeff = ω0 − 2eV/~ (20)

to be negative. Therefore the interaction term, given by
the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (18), simulta-
neously excites the two-level system and puts one extra
photon into the resonator. The resonance condition has
the form ǫj = ~ |ωeff | = 2eV − ~ω0.

The coupling matrix elements Aj
n+1,n can be ex-

pressed in terms of the generalized Laguerre polynomials
Lm
n (x)41,

Aj
n+1,n = −EJU,j

2~
sin2

(

θj
2

)

〈n+ 1| e−iG(a+a†) |n〉

=
EJU,j

2~
sin2

(

θj
2

)

iGe−G2/2

√
n+ 1

L1
n(G2) . (21)

In the limit G → 0 the matrix elements reduce to
the usual Jaynes-Cummings type coupling, |Aj

n+1,n| ∝
EJU,jG

√
n+ 1. However, for a nonzero value of G the

Laguerre polynomials introduce oscillations of Aj
n+1,n as

a function of the photon number n. The coupling ma-
trix elements (almost) vanish at certain photon numbers,
which we call “roots of the coupling matrix elements” in
the following. The plot of the dimensionless coupling
matrix elements Ãj

n+1,n = Aj
n+1,n~/(EJU,jG) in the up-

per inset of Fig. 2 shows that the position of these roots
of the coupling is controlled by the parameter G: For a
smaller value of G the roots are situated at larger photon
numbers.
In the effective lasing Hamiltonian (18) we neglected

multi-photon transitions. In general the corresponding
matrix elements Aj

n+m,n for m 6= 1 are nonzero and these
multi-photon transitions may drive the laser across the
squeezing point. However, they are off-resonant and their
transition rates are suppressed compared to the dominat-
ing single-photon transition rates by a factor of GΓ2

ϕ/ω
2
eff ,

which is much smaller than unity for typical lasing pa-
rameters.

B. Lasing processes

The physical processes behind lasing in our system are
the following. When a Cooper pair tunnels across the up-
per Josephson junction into the resonator (is “injected”
into the resonator), the energy 2eV is gained, which is
used to excite the two-level system and to emit a photon
into the resonator. Population inversion is established by
a relaxation of the two-level system into its ground state,
i.e., the pumping process of atom j is given by

|↓j , n〉 C.p. tunnels−→ |↑j , n+ 1〉 TLS relaxes−→ |↓j, n+ 1〉 . . .

The relaxation process emerges from the coupling of
the Cooper-pair transistors to a dissipative environment,
whose physical origin and modeling is discussed in the
following section.

C. Quantum master equation

Lasing is modeled by an effective quantum master
equation for the density matrix ρ of the resonator and
the artificial two-level atoms42,

d

dt
ρ = − i

~
[Heff , ρ] + Lresρ+

M
∑

j=1

Lat,jρ , (22)

where Heff is given by Eq. (18). The resonator decay is
accounted for by a Lindblad superoperator

Lresρ =
κ

2

(

2aρa† − a†aρ− ρa†a
)

. (23)

where κ is the resonator decay rate. For instance, it ac-
counts for a coupling of the resonator to a transmission
line. The properties of the created microwave radiation
in the transmission line can be measured in an experi-
mental setup and are directly related to the state of the
resonator43.
Furthermore, we introduced the decay rate Γ↓,j and

the pure dephasing rate Γ∗
ϕ,j of the artificial atom, ac-

counted for by a Lindblad superoperator

Lat,jρ =
Γ↓,j

2

(

2σj
−ρσ

j
+ − ρσj

+σ
j
− − σj

+σ
j
−ρ
)

+
Γ∗
ϕ,j

2

(

σj
zρσ

j
z − ρ

)

. (24)

The atomic decay rate Γ↓,j plays the role of a pump-
ing rate of the laser. Atomic decay can be induced
through high-frequency (quantum) fluctuations of the
control voltages25. If realized in this way, its magnitude
can be engineered by the shape of the impedance of the
biasing circuit: Dissipation can be increased at desired
frequencies, e.g., by connecting the Cooper-pair transis-
tors to a low-quality-factor resonator17.
The phenomenological pure dephasing rate Γ∗

ϕ,j mod-

els low-frequency charge noise in circuit-QED setups44,45
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and it also accounts for low-frequency noise in the bias
voltage due to thermal fluctuations33. For a 50Ω low-
frequency impedance at T = 20mK, thermal fluctuations
contribute with Γ∗

ϕ,j = 2π × 20MHz34.
A Lindblad-type master equation approach like

Eq. (22) cannot account for very strong low-frequency
fluctuations, such as gate-charge 1/f noise. In this case
other types of master equations can be used46. We an-
alyze the influence of this type of noise as quasistatic
“charge disorder”, as shown in Sec. V.

D. Solution method

We obtain the laser photon statistics p(n) out of the
quantum master equation (22) using the approach de-
scribed in Ref. 19. It amounts to derive a recursion re-
lation of the laser photon statistics, which can be solved
numerically:

p(n) =
p(n− 1)

κn

M
∑

j=1

2Γ2
↓,jΓϕ,j|Aj

n,n−1|2

M j
n

. (25)

Here we introduced the total dephasing rate

Γϕ,j = Γ↓,j/2 + Γ∗
ϕ,j, (26)

the detuning

∆j = ǫj/~− |ωeff | , (27)

and the denominator

M j
n = Γ2

↓,j

[

∆2
j + Γ2

ϕ,j

]

+ 4Γ↓,jΓϕ,j |Aj
n,n−1|2. (28)

This solution is based on an adiabatic decoupling of
the resonator and atomic degrees of freedom, i.e., the
time scale of changes of the resonator state is much
smaller than the timescale of changes of the atomic state,
κ ≪ Γ↓,j ,Γ

∗
ϕ,j. For very small photon numbers, n . 100,

the quantum master equation (22) can also be solved
numerically without applying an adiabatic elimination.
The effect of photon-number squeezing discussed below
is observed also in this numerical approach. The re-
cursion relation (25) and the normalization condition
∑∞

n=0 ρ(n) = 1 define the photon statistics uniquely. The
solution is constructed by starting at an arbitrary initial
photon number n0 and an arbitrary initial value of p(n0)
and then normalizing. In order to improve the numeric
stability we take the logarithm of Eq. (25) and evalu-
ate it as a sum instead of as a product of iterative terms.
Within this method we can rederive the results of Ref. 25
(M = 1) and extend this analysis to very high photon
numbers by considering the case M ≫ 1.

IV. PHOTON-NUMBER SQUEEZING

In this section, we present numerical results for the
steady-state photon-number expectation value, 〈n〉 =

0
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FIG. 2: Photon-number expectation value 〈n〉 (upper main
plot) and Fano factor F (lower main plot) as a function of the
dimensionless coupling parameter G and the photon number
of a conventional laser, MΓ↓/2κ, for a lasing setup consist-
ing of M = 200 identical CPTs. The upper inset displays
the modulus of the dimensionless coupling matrix elements
Ãn+1,n for two different values of G, which determines the
position of the roots of Ãn+1,n. The lower inset displays the
photon statistics p(n) of the laser for three different effec-
tive pumping rates Γ↓ = 0.0125, 0.012008, 0.0115 |ωeff | and
G = 0.032, which are marked by labeled dots along the
dashed white line in the main plots. Plot parameters are
κ = 5× 10−5 |ωeff |, ∆ = 0, θ = −π/2, EJU = 0.5 ~ |ωeff |, and
Γ∗
ϕ = 0.013 |ωeff |. The CPT relaxation rate has been varied in

the range 5× 10−5 |ωeff | ≤ Γ↓ ≤ 0.0625 |ωeff |. The resonator
frequency is ω0 = 1.32 |ωeff |.

〈

a†a
〉

, and the Fano factor,

F =

〈

n2
〉

− 〈n〉2

〈n〉 . (29)

We consider a setup consisting of M CPTs with identical
parameters. Lasing in the presence of varying parameters
is discussed in Sec. V. We study the dependence of 〈n〉
and F on the dimensionless coupling parameter G, the
Josephson energy EJU, the resonator decay rate κ, the
number of atoms M , and the atomic relaxation rate Γ↓.

A. Photon number squeezing vs. conventional

lasing

Fig. 2 shows plots of the photon-number expectation
value 〈n〉 and the Fano factor F as a function of the di-
mensionless coupling parameter G and the photon num-
ber of a conventional laser at resonance,

nc = MΓ↓/2κ . (30)
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The results are obtained by a numerical solution of the
recursion relation (25). To discuss the lasing behavior
it is convenient to rewrite the recursion relation for M
identical resonant atoms as follows,

p(n) =
p(n− 1)

n

nc

1 + nc

C|Ãn,n−1|2
, (31)

where we introduced the cooperativity parameter C47,

C = 2
M

κ

E2
JUG2

~2Γϕ
, (32)

and Ãn,n−1 = An,n−1~/(EJUG) is the dimensionless cou-

pling matrix element. If the product C|Ãn,n−1|2 is large

compared to nc, i.e., if the condition |An,n−1|2 ≫ Γ2
↓

holds, the system behaves like a conventional laser and
is governed by the recursion relation

p(n) =
nc

n
p(n− 1) . (33)

Then, the photon-number expectation value 〈n〉 ≈ nc

scales linearly with the effective pumping rate MΓ↓. We
observe a Poissonian photon statistics, characterized by a
Fano factor close to unity, F ≈ 1 (yellow (bright) areas in
the lower main plot of Fig. 2). In particular, this regime
is realized for very small values of G.
The interesting squeezing effect occurs in the opposite

limit, |An,n−1|2 ≪ Γ2
↓, which is realized if the photon-

number expectation value gets close to a root of the cou-
pling matrix element An,n−1. In this regime, the recur-
sion relation takes the form

p(n) = C
|Ãn,n−1|2

n
p(n− 1) . (34)

Because the coupling of the atoms to the resonator
breaks down close to a root of the coupling matrix ele-
ments, the photon number takes an almost constant value
even if the effective pumping strength is increased. The
region below point “c” in Fig. 2 is an example of such a
regime where the photon-number is “trapped” by a root
of the coupling matrix element. Deep in this regime, fluc-
tuations of the photon number are strongly suppressed
and a photon-number squeezed (sub-Poissonian) photon
statistics, characterized by a Fano factor F ≪ 1, is ob-
tained: An intuitive explanation is that if the photon
number decreases because of losses, the coupling of the
atom to the resonator becomes nonzero again and the
strongly-pumped atoms quickly compensate the loss of
photons.
For even stronger pumping the trapping by the root is

overcome and conventional lasing is observed (e.g. point
“a”) until the photon number gets close to the position of
the next root. At the transition from a regime where the
photon-number expectation value is trapped by a root of
the coupling to a regime of conventional lasing, a double-
peaked photon statistics is observed, corresponding to

a very large Fano factor F ≫ 1 (point “b”). There,
the system exhibits multi-stability25. The lower inset of
Fig. 2 shows the change of the photon statistics from a
state trapped at a root of the coupling matrix element
(“c”) via a multistable state with a double-peaked photon
statistics (“b”) to a conventional lasing state (“a”).

B. Role of the lasing parameters

In the idealized system of identical CPTs, the photon-
number expectation value 〈n〉 corresponds either to the
conventional photon number nc, defined by Eq. (30), or
it is trapped close to the photon number of the highest
root of the coupling matrix element which is still smaller
than nc. Given a fixed atomic relaxation rate Γ↓, the
value of nc can be modified by the number of atoms
M and the resonator decay rate κ, which are, however,
both subjected to physical constraints. For example, en-
gineering an extremely small resonator decay rate κ in
a setup with a sufficiently large atomic relaxation rate
Γ↓, needed for the pumping, might be difficult since they
both correspond to two different frequency responses of
the same nearby electromagnetic environment. The num-
ber of atoms M is restricted by the physical size of an
artificial atom compared to the resonator size.
The parameter G determines the position of the roots

of the coupling matrix elements (cf. upper inset in Fig. 2)
and it influences the coupling strength of the atoms to
the resonator, EJUG, cf. Eq. (21). As discussed in Sec. V,
in a disordered setup a small value of G is preferred in
order to have a high laser intensity that is robust against
disorder. However, arbitrary small values of G are not
realistic in an experimental realization. An experimen-
tally feasible characteristic impedance of the resonator
is ZLC = 10Ω, which corresponds to G = 0.07. This is
indeed sufficient to create strongly squeezed fields with
high photon numbers, as shown in Sec. V. Lower values
of G could be reached, for example, by placing Cooper-
pair transistors closer to a phase node of the resonator,
see Fig. 1(b).
For a conventional laser at resonance, the coupling en-

ergy EJU and the coupling parameter G determine the
lasing threshold, where the cooperativity parameter (32)
takes the value of unity. Far above the lasing threshold,
C ≫ 1, the photon number of a conventional laser, given
by Eq. (30), is independent of EJU and G. The param-
eters of Fig. 2 are chosen such that the cooperativity C
stays in this regime in the entire range of values of G.
However, in the squeezed regime and for a fixed value of
G, the coupling energy EJU influences the lasing behav-
ior far above the lasing threshold, because it determines
the width of the trapping regions, defined by the rela-
tion E2

JUG2|Ãn,n−1|2/~2 ≪ Γ2
↓. A larger coupling energy

leads to a reduced trapping region.
Equation (31) indicates that Fig. 2 also describes the

lasing behavior of other setups if the lasing parameters
are rescaled such that the cooperativity C is kept con-
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stant.
Note that, contrary to the model discussed in Ref. 19,

already the coupling matrix elements of the initial circuit
Hamiltonian (1) have roots, hence there is no need for
a polaron transformation. Therefore, the number M of
atoms in the setup does not impose a lower bound on the
achievable Fano factor. Vice versa, in this Cooper-pair
transistor lasing setup, the squeezing and the brightness
of the laser can be adjusted independently.

C. Schemes for experimental detection

The created photonic states can be probed directly ex-
perimentally when the resonator decay is implemented by
a coupling to a nearby transmission line, which guides the
emitted radiation to microwave detectors. In this case,
the flux of the outgoing photons, f(t), maps onto the
photon number in the resonator,

f(t) = a†out(t)aout(t) = κn(t) . (35)

The photon flux can be measured by intensity or linear
detectors48.
A closely related, and recently actively studied quan-

tity in the microwave regime, is the second-order coher-
ence

g(2)(t) =

〈

a†a†(t)a(t)a
〉

〈n〉2
. (36)

We assume here that 〈n〉 =
〈

a†a
〉

is a constant. Inside
the cavity, this is related to the discussed Fano factor as

g(2)(0) = 1 +
F − 1

〈n〉 . (37)

One sees that if we have a squeezed state, F < 1, we
get g(2)(0) < 1, i.e., the field is antibunched and thereby
non-classical43. For a strongly squeezed state, F → 0,
the second-order coherence approaches the value for Fock

states, g
(2)
Fock(0) = 1−1/ 〈n〉. Vice versa, if we have F > 1,

such as in the multi-stable situation, the statistics of the
photons is bunched, g(2)(0) > 1.
The corresponding relation for the propagating pho-

tons reads43

〈f(t)f(0)〉 − 〈f〉2 = 〈f〉 δ(t) + 〈f〉2
[

g(2)(t)− 1
]

. (38)

Here, the second-order coherence g(2)(t) has the same
value inside and outside the resonator. This relation is
valid when the detector bandwidth is infinite or much
larger than κ. The first term on the right-hand side
of Eq. (38) corresponds to the photon shot noise. The
second term is zero for a coherent field, since we have
g(2)(t) = 1 in this case. Therefore, the intensity fluc-
tuations of coherent radiation are characterized by shot
noise. On the other hand, for a Fock state in the res-
onator, we have g(2)(0) = 1 − 1/ 〈n〉. It is reasonable to

assume that this decays towards one in a characteristic
time defined by the inverse bandwidh of the resonator:
g(2)(t)− 1 = e−κt/ 〈n〉. In this case, we have

∫ ∞

0

dt
[

〈f(τ)f(0)〉 − 〈f〉2
]

= 0 , (39)

since the relation 〈f〉 = κ 〈n〉 holds. We then obtain the
result that the radiation from a perfectly photon-number
squeezed resonator produces a photon flux (or intensity)
that has no zero-frequency noise.

V. EFFECT OF CHARGE DISORDER

Lasing setups based on artificial-atom technology are
inevitably subjected to fluctuations in the atomic param-
eters, either due to deviations in the fabrication process
or due to a coupling to the environment. This yields,
for instance, quasistatic fluctuations of the gate charge
NG,j

44,45. It is important to notice our discrimination
between quasistatic charge noise and artificial-atom de-
phasing. The former can be a very strong low-frequency
effect, which cannot be accounted for by a Lindblad-type
approach. The latter is a weaker and usually faster, but
still low-frequency phenomenon and is in our case dom-
inated by thermal fluctuations of the bias voltage. It
is accounted for within the Lindblad-type approach dis-
cussed in Sec. III.
In this section, we analyze the effect of strong qua-

sistatic charge noise. In the limit of maximum disorder,
it is also a rough model for (non-equilibrium) quasipar-
ticle poisoning in the CPTs, which can be triggered in
the high-intensity limit by quasiparticle tunneling due to
direct multi-photon absorption37.
For conventional lasers it has been shown that the las-

ing state is robust against disorder in the atomic de-
tuning, the coupling strength to the resonator, and the
pumping strength28. However, photon-number squeezing
is sensitive to disorder as it relies on the existence of a
root of the coupling matrix elements at the same photon
number for all atoms in the setup.
Contrary to other proposals, e.g., Ref. 19, all atoms

in the CPT lasing setup have their roots of the coupling
at exactly the same photon numbers because in Eq. (21)
the parameter G is identical for all atoms and it only
depends on all fixed capacitances of the setup. Therefore,
a reduction of squeezing due to different positions of the
roots of the atomic coupling is not expected.

A. Model of charge disorder

The most significant remaining source of disorder is
charge noise, i.e., fluctuations of the gate charge NG,j

of the Cooper-pair transistors. According to Eqs. (17)
and (19) it causes fluctuations of the mixing angle θj
and the level-splitting energy ǫj. Therefore, the coupling
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strength of the lasing interaction, cf. Eq. (21), and the
detuning ∆j = ǫj/~− |ωeff | fluctuate.
We model charge noise in the setup by a box distri-

bution of width b, which is centered at the mean gate
charge NG = 1/2,

pB(NG; b) =
1

b

[

Θ

(

NG − 1

2
+

b

2

)

−Θ

(

NG − 1

2
− b

2

)]

,

(40)

where Θ is the Heaviside step function. Such a box dis-
tribution has been used to model charge noise in pre-
vious studies49,50. According to the box distribution
pB(NG; b), a random gate charge NG,j is chosen for each
CPT in the M atom lasing setup. Using this set of ran-
dom gate charges, the individual atomic mixing angles
and level-splitting energies are obtained using Eqs. (17)
and (19) and the photon-number expectation value 〈n〉
and the Fano factor F are calculated numerically. To
obtain the mean photon-number expectation value 〈n〉
and the mean Fano factor F we average the results of
Nruns = 500 randomly generated realizations of such a
disordered multi-atom lasing system.

B. Results

Numerical results for a system consisting of M = 200
artificial atoms and two different values of the parameter
G are shown in Fig. 3. The faint yellow areas indicate
the standard deviation of 〈n〉 and F , respectively, which
are a measure of the sample-to-sample variations of these
quantities around their mean values 〈n〉 and F . The limit
b → 1 corresponds to a spread of the gate charges over the
entire possible range of values, i.e., maximum disorder.
The limit of a clean system, b → 0, corresponds to the
parameters of the ordered lasing system indicated by the
white points in Fig. 2, i.e., the photon number is trapped
at the third and the fifth root of the coupling matrix
elements, respectively.
For this set of parameters we observe a non-

monotonous behavior of the Fano factor as a function
of the disorder boxwidth. We discriminate different
regimes, in which the mean photon-number expectation
value 〈n〉 and the mean Fano factor F depend differ-
ently on the disorder boxwidth b. They are marked in
Fig. 3 by gray background boxes and labels R1 to R5.
To understand this behavior it is important to notice
that an increase of the disorder boxwidth effectively de-
creases the number of atoms in the lasing setup. In the
case of conventional lasing in the presence of disorder,
this phenomenon has been discussed in detail in Ref. 28.
Atoms with a too large detuning or a too small cou-
pling strength cannot participate in the lasing process
any more and, therefore, the effective pumping strength
MΓ↓ decreases. If the conventional photon number nc

corresponding to this effective pumping strength becomes
lower than a certain root of the coupling matrix elements,
the laser switches from a state trapped at this root to a
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FIG. 3: Mean photon-number expectation value 〈n〉 and mean
Fano factor F of a M = 200 atom lasing setup as a function of
the boxwidth b of a box distribution of the disordered atomic
gate charges NG,j . We average over Nruns = 500 randomly
generated systems. In the limit b → 0 the systems corre-
spond to the parameters marked by the white points in Fig. 2.
Insets: Histogram of the distribution of the photon-number
expectation value 〈n〉 at three different disorder boxwidths
b, marked by the dashed lines in the main plots. Plot pa-
rameters are κ = 5 × 10−5 |ωeff |, NG = 0.5, EJL = ~ |ωeff |,
EC = 3.3 ~ |ωeff |, EJU = 0.5 ~ |ωeff |, Γ↓ = 0.06 |ωeff |, and
Γ∗
ϕ = 0.013 |ωeff |. The bare resonator frequency is ω0 =

1.32 |ωeff |. The regimes R1 to R5 and the different plot mark-
ers are discussed in the main text.

state trapped at the next-lower root. Therefore, we ob-
serve plateaus in the mean photon-number expectation
value 〈n〉 that correspond to the positions of the roots of
the coupling matrix elements (label Rj for the j-th root).
Between these trapped regions there are ranges of the

disorder boxwidth where the photon number is either
trapped at the higher or the lower root of the coupling
matrix element, depending on the actual distribution of
the gate charges (marked by a gray background box).
The histograms of the photon-number expectation value
〈n〉 in the insets of Fig. 3 show two distinct peaks cor-
responding to trapping at the two adjacent roots (data
sets “ii”). In these transition regions, the mean photon-

number expectation value 〈n〉 and its standard deviation
reflect a transition from a single-peaked distribution at a
large photon number (data sets “i”) via a double-peaked
distribution to a single-peaked distribution at a small
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photon number (data sets “iii”), rather than character-
izing the mean photon number and its sample-to-sample
fluctuations to be expected for a particular realization of
the lasing setup.

Likewise, in the transition regions the mean Fano fac-
tor and its standard deviation are no longer well-defined
quantities: If the lasing parameters happen to describe
a lasing state that has a double-peaked photon statistics
at both roots, a very large Fano factor F ≫ 1 is ob-
tained. The data set “ii” in the inset of Fig. 3(a) shows
one such event at 〈n〉 ≈ 8800. Therefore, the histogram
of the Fano factor has not only two peaks at F . 1, cor-
responding to systems trapped at the two adjacent roots
of the coupling, but also a tail of very rare realizations of
lasing systems that have a Fano factor F ≫ 1. Due to
these very rare events, F and its standard deviation are
no longer smooth functions of the disorder boxwidth and
we do not plot the Fano factor standard deviation in the
transition regions as it lacks clear physical meaning. If we
calculate the mean Fano factor F considering only those
realizations of lasing systems with a Fano factor smaller
than Fcutoff = 5 a smooth dependence of this modified
mean Fano factor of the disorder boxwidth is obtained.
X-shaped data points indicate that lasing systems with
very large Fano factors F > Fcutoff have been neglected.

Within the trapped regimes R2 and R1 in Fig. 3(a)
and within all regimes R5 to R1 in Fig. 3(b) the mean
photon-number expectation value decreases linearly as a
function of the disorder boxwidth b, but the slope is quite
small (note the change of the b axis scale at b = 0.4).
Likewise, the mean Fano factor F increases linearly with
the disorder. In the regime R3 in Fig. 3(a) a crossover
from constant photon number (Fano factor) in the limit
of very small disorder to a linear decrease (increase) for
large disorder is observed. In the trapped regimes Rj

the sample-to-sample fluctuations of the photon-number
expectation value and the Fano factor can be decreased
by using a larger number of atoms M and a larger res-
onator decay rate κ, while keeping the cooperativity C
and nc constant. However, this is only a weak effect and
there are constraints on the maximum possible number
of atoms in the setup. For instance, the fluctuations at
b = 0.11 are reduced by a factor of 0.6 if a five times
larger system is used.

The weak dependence of 〈n〉 and F on the disorder in
the regions Rj makes them promising for an experimental
realization of the CPT lasing setup. For the parameters
considered in Fig. 3(a) the setup is expected to create
photon-number squeezed resonator states characterized
by a Fano factor F . 0.5 at a photon number of 〈n〉 &
2100 even in the presence of maximum charge disorder.

Generally, the photon-number expectation value in the
limit of maximum disorder, b → 1, is determined by the
position of the first root of the coupling matrix elements.
Therefore, choosing a smaller value of G increases the
brightness of the laser because the position of the first
root is shifted towards larger photon numbers. On the
other hand, this increases the Fano factor in the limit

of maximum disorder because the regime of conventional
lasing for photon numbers below the first root of the cou-
pling (cf. Fig. 2) increases and some atoms will eventually
reach this regime of conventional lasing. Therefore, there
is a tradeoff between a high photon number and a small
Fano factor in the limit b → 1.
Lasing at higher roots of the coupling matrix elements,

e.g., for rather large values G → 0.1, yields a photon-
number squeezed statistics as well. However, setups with
a large value of G are expected to be less robust against
disorder, because the number of transition regions be-
tween regimes trapped at different roots of the coupling
increases and the ranges of the disorder boxwidth b de-
crease, where a trapped state is robust against disorder
(compare both subfigures of Fig. 3).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we presented a lasing setup based on
multiple Cooper-pair transistors coupled to a single mi-
crowave resonator. Over a broad range of experimentally
feasible parameters this laser creates photon-number
squeezed light at large intensity. The photon-number
squeezing arises because of the presence of roots of the
coupling matrix elements between the charge states of
the Cooper-pair transistor and the resonator.
Compared to the systems discussed in Ref. 19, based

on two-level systems with longitudinal coupling to a res-
onator, the Cooper-pair injection lasing setup consid-
ered here has two advantages: First, it is very robust
against the charge noise of the Cooper-pair transistor.
We found a regime where the Fano factor is significantly
smaller than unity and almost independent of the disor-
der strength, even in the presence of maximum charge
noise and strong qubit dephasing. Therefore, an experi-
mental realization of this effect is very feasible. Second,
the realizable Fano factor is not bound from below by
the number M of artificial atoms, i.e., the emission in-
tensity can be increased independently of the Fano factor
by adding more Cooper-pair transistors to the setup.
Our results help the design and construction of bright

and robust miniaturized sources of nonclassical mi-
crowave radiation, which may have important appli-
cations in low-temperature experiments. In particu-
lar, photon-number squeezed light can be useful for,
e.g. frequency-modulation spectroscopy and, due to its
well defined power, calibration of low-temperature de-
vices.
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Appendix A: Effect of direct couplings

In this Appendix we show that the ic coupling (8) be-
tween different CPTs, which so far had been neglected in
the effective lasing Hamiltonian (18), is only a small per-
turbation of the lasing state if the total dephasing rate is
larger than the coupling energies, Eic,j,l ≪ ~Γϕ,j.
Above the lasing threshold the expectation values

〈

σj
z

〉

and
〈

σj
±

〉

= sj±e
±i|ωeff |t can be calculated using the so-

called semiclassical lasing theory51–53. Within a rotating
wave approximation it yields the following equations of
motion for the classical amplitudes sjz =

〈

σj
z

〉

and sj±,

d

dt
sj− =− (Γϕ,j + i∆j)s

j
− − igjs

j
zA

∗ (A1)

− 4i

M
∑

l 6=j

l=1

Gz;l,js
l
zs

j
− + 2i

M
∑

l 6=j

l=1

Gx;l,js
l
−s

j
z ,

d

dt
sjz =− Γ1,js

j
z − 2igj

(

sj−A− sj+A
∗
)

(A2)

+ 4i

M
∑

l 6=j

l=1

Gx;l,j

(

sl+s
j
− − sl−s

j
+

)

+ Γ↑,j − Γ↓,j ,

where we used the abbreviations ∆j = ǫj/~ − |ωeff |,
A = eiωeff t

〈

eiG(a+a†)
〉

, gj = sin2(θj/2)EJU,j/(2~),

Gx;l,j = sin(θj) sin(θl)Eic,j,l/(2~), and Gz;l,j =
cos(θj) cos(θl)Eic,j,l/(2~). We now expand the station-

ary solutions of sjz and sj± in a Taylor series in terms of
Gx/z;l,j and obtain the following first-oder corrections:

[sjz]
(1) ∝ [sjz]

(0)
M
∑

l 6=j

l=1

[slz]
(0)

(

8
∆jGz;l,j

Γ2
ϕ,j +∆2

j

− 4
gl
gj

∆lGx;l,j

Γ2
ϕ,l +∆2

l

)

,

[sj−]
(1) ∝ [sjz]

(0)
M
∑

l 6=j

l=1

[slz]
(0)
(

2
Gx;l,j

Γϕ,j + i∆j

gl
Γϕ,l + i∆l

−4
Gz;l,j

Γϕ,j + i∆j

gj
Γϕ,j + i∆j

)

+O
(

[sjz]
(1)
)

,

where [sjz/−]
(n) denotes the n-th order coefficient of the

Taylor expansion of sjz/−. The omitted prefactors are of

the order of unity. Typical parameters of the CPT lasing
setup are EC,j & EJU,j ≈ ~Γϕ,j, ∆ ≈ 0, C̃ ≫ CΣ,j ,
and, therefore, EC,j ≫ Eic,l,j . Hence, the corrections

[sz]
(1) and [sj−]

(1) due to CPT coupling (ic) terms are
suppressed by the factors ∆j/Γϕ,j ≪ 1 and

Gx/z;l,j

Γϕ,j
∝ Eic,j,l

EC,j
≪ 1

compared to the results obtained by neglecting the CPT
coupling (ic) terms. Intuitively, weak interatomic cou-
plings in a multiatom lasing setup level differences in the
population inversion of the individual atoms, which may
arise because of fluctuations in the pumping or coupling
strength, but they do not spoil lasing processes.

Appendix B: Total lasing Hamiltonian in the

rotating wave approximation

In this Appendix we give the full form of the effective
lasing Hamiltonian (18), taking into account the terms
originating from the CPT coupling (ic) term. Having
restricted the full circuit Hamiltonian (1) including the
interaction term (8) to the two lowest energy eigenstates
of each CPT and having applied a rotating-wave approx-
imation, we obtain

H̃eff = ~ωeffa
†a+

M
∑

j=1

ǫ̃j
2
σj
z

+

M
∑

j=1

∞
∑

n=0

(

~Aj
n+1,nσ

j
+ |n+ 1〉 〈n|+ h.c.

)

+

M
∑

j=1

M
∑

l 6=j

l=1

Eic,j,l

2

(

cos θ̃j cos θ̃lσ
j
zσ

l
z + sin θ̃j sin θ̃lσ

j
xσ

l
x

)

,

where the effective resonator frequency is given by
Eq. (20) and the level-splitting energy and mixing an-
gles are

ǫ̃j =
√

[4EC,j(1 − 2NG,j) + δǫj]
2
+ E2

JL,j , (B1)

tan θ̃j = − EJL,j

4EC,j(1− 2NG,j) + δǫj
, (B2)

δǫj = 2

M
∑

l 6=j

l=1

Eic,j,l . (B3)

Note that δǫj shifts the sweet spot of the charge qubit,
but it is always possible to tune the gate voltages V and
Wj accordingly to compensate for this effect.
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